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Abstract:  We are introducing a grocery android application which will help user to add local shop nearby its home. 

This application can even provide local stores new customers and even a reminder list. Here our main moto is to reach 

to the nearby or local stores, to gather small stores data which even other online app don’t register and how to increase 

its sales. User can even set a particular time range on which its product needs to be refill. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There is essential two significant reasons that inspired us to take this up. The first being Covid-19. With this 

pandemic influencing all of the encompassing, everything has come to an insurance climate. Markets have been 

brought about with misfortune. Enormous number of individuals have lost their lives. In any case, we actually need to 

go through this tempest. With every one of this continuous we can't quit carrying on with our day-to-day routines, can 

we? Accordingly, we concocted this application which could assist individuals essentially with getting their day-to-day 

food on time and in a protected way 

Looking for food is seen as a long and less fascinating task by various yet a conclusive activity to be embraced as it 

is a fundamental part in human lifestyle. Direct procedures are used in assisting with finishing these activities, some of 

them being cutting down what to be purchased on a paper or on the phone or most conventionally making a mental 

overview. 

Here we present 'Top Me Off' versatile application and a compact programming game plan where house manager or 

house spouse looking for food experience or supermarket no perspiration of overcoming the above disarrays. The 

Application contains a couple of modules; Interactive Shopping List where the client can add/dispose of/cross things, 

Shop Locator which assist the client with finding the best store to go to so an enormous piece of the things can be 

bought in one spot, or you can enroll your nearby supermarket for everyday necessities, Items Recommender controlled 

with Apriori computation to assist the client with recalling any possible missing things or things he may be enthusiastic 

about, which is a text-to-application part to separate the shopping records among the clients. 

 

We've all been there. You are remaining at the line before supermarket with a manually written list in your grasp. It 

used to be ordinary before the pandemic hit us, yet circumstance it were gone more regrettable to during the pandemic. 

For the wellbeing support incorporates our regular food items as well. According to the principles social removing was 

vital so it required a long investment to get our things inside the rundown. 

Staple update will allow you to make an advanced rundown of your thing and straightforwardly send it to the retailer 

of the supermarket by means of WhatsApp. You can set an update that when items are going to get done, so when the 

things are going to complete you will get a warning about it. 

Upon the execution, it was seen that very strong results were made from the data mining estimation from the 

connected data, similarly as strong convenience input given by the clients showing 82% of beta clients being benefitted 

from the game plan. Above discussed setting has been a strong groundwork which purposes behind 'The Smart 

Shopping List' to transform into a troublesome assignment and as a shrewd thought not only the in that frame of mind 

of social lifestyle yet furthermore to the extent that Data Mining, Geo-Location and flexible advancement moreover. 

This can ad lib the functioning society of following things: 

• The buy dynamic cycle in customary retail conditions. 

• The buy dynamic cycle in web-based retail conditions. 

• Shopping for food in customary stores. 

✓ Pre-decisional stages. 

✓ In-store purchasing choices. 
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• Shopping for food in internet-based stores 

✓ Reception and purchasing inspirations 

✓ Purchasing, perusing and search designs. 

Primary ends and theoretical system. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The game plan of data that is related with any venture is portrayed using data essentials. For this undertaking, the 

foremost data required is the login information to enlist the application and the thing's information. Without this 

information the application can't deal with the trade. 

 

Useful Requirement 

Useful requirements are properties that ought to exist in the last structure. For any convenient application. To use the 

application, the client needs to join up and login to the application right after presenting by giving login information. 

Once, the person being referred to logins into the application, they can use all of the features. 

 

Approvals 

Supporting any application is a critical measure before conveying the application to the clients. If there is no 

approval, the information entered by clients may be dreary, planned inappropriately and can't be stayed aware of. For 

example, we can support adaptable number to such an extent that it ought to use just digits and letters. Accept, if the 

endorsement isn't done, there are valuable open doors for the client to enter a misguided phone number and save it. 

 

In the event that there ought to be an event of any emergency issues, the endorsed individual can't contact the 

different person. Also, endorsements for all of the fields that are used to save information in any application are 

significantly significant. In this application, we have finished a couple of endorsements in the Login Page and Home 

Page. 

 

In the Login Page, we have supported all the login information that is required for the client to seek after the 

underlying time. Fields like username, email, secret expression, flexible number are 

supported appropriately by showing screw up messages. The username should not contain any digits, secret word 

should be least of six letters, the email should be a real area and expecting the email id is at this point joined up, a botch 

message is shown saying that email id exists. 

 

The portable number ought to contain just digits, when examining the thing, filter activity ought to be done 

appropriately to bring the standardized tag number, if not a message is shown. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
 

This endeavor relies upon the pragmatic arrangement approach, which helps in understanding the arrangement of 

the task in a simpler way by explaining its stream, use cases, and execution more like a deliberate system. For example, 

there are different modules in this undertaking which have separate handiness and, other sub functionalities/modules. 

All of the modules are arranged, executed and consolidated together to make a flawless working application. 

Detailed Design: 

The itemized plan including modules and sub modules of the application is as per the following: 

1. User Registration: 

To utilize the "Top me off", they should download the application from the play store, introduce and enlist it by 

giving login data. Once, they register the enlisted data is put away on the server that is in firebase and can be approved, 

checking the legitimate certifications for the following time he logins with the application. 

 

Here client need to give his/her login qualification. 

 

Adding Local store: 

UI Design for any application should be outstandingly direct. We should have two or three snaps or course among 

the features while using the application to avoid issue. In this application, there are two essential screens, the Login and 

Home screens. 

The login page is the essential page which appears when the client uses the application. In that page, expecting he 

is another client, he can join then again if he is an ongoing client, he can login with the affirmations. 

 

 
Here with the option of thing you could actually add your nearby store subtleties and advise him/her about your 

basic food item which are will have close closure date. 

 

Adding Grocery: 

 

This component helps individuals by permitting them to that is accessible on the thing. When the client add the 

thing, they can see all the data about the thing like amount, name, cost, net cost, finishing date, weight and chronic 

number. Clients can filter quite a few things they wish and continue adding to their actual shopping basket. Afterward, 

they can buy anything they need by really looking at the things in the truck or by sending this update rundown to your 

nearby store. 

 

Beneath flowchart show the client cycle where client will go through following advances. 

As the client login through the cell phone the subtleties will be store in the firebase (firebase which might be login 

through administrators account). This information may be seen by administrator and can deal with it. 

On the off chance that anything is added, the client will just see the terminate date for example the time term that 

thing ought to be repurchase from the store. Presently from here client can send this rundown to your closest store 

which will be assessed by the store individual in the event that every one of the things are there, he can just tap on 

accessible button or, more than likely they can tell client which won't be accessible. 
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Underneath picture make sense of the communication between the businessperson and the client. Where even same 

rundown can be confirmed through businessperson. 

 

 
 

 
IV. WORKING & ARCHITECTURE 

 

• To get the ball rolling, I expected to acquire capability with the fundamental development of Android's 

construction. Whenever you at first make a fundamental activity using Android engineer, there are two or 

three things that made get you moving with a default design, similar to a "hello world" program in C++ or 

another dialect. 

• You at first have a "Fundamental. Dart" record which controls what you really want your application to do 

right when the client speaks with it. Moreover, you have the unique .dart record archive, which is what is 

viewed as when the application is first dispatched from the client's device. This are the records we are bringing 

in various screens. 

import 'package:firebase_auth/firebase_auth.dart'; 

import 'package:flutter/material.dart'; 

import 'package:firebase_core/firebase_core.dart'; 

import 'package:grocery_project/screens/addnotes.dart'; 

import 'package:grocery_project/screens/notestitle.dart'; 

import 'package:provider/provider.dart'; 

 

import './screens/home_screen.dart'; 

import './screens/auth_screen.dart'; 

import './provider/functions.dart'; 
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This are the screens which are imported which are integrated with firebase and other processing screens of app. This 

sets up the application into its underlying state, which you can indicate by changing the pre-characterized code inside 

the show document. Finally, you have another file that compares to your primary movement and controls the visuals 

and format of that specific action. To add things to that action, as I do, you would launch them in this document. 

Since we've started to comprehend the overall design of Android applications, I could at last start to make my venture. 

From that point, we made the alter text object, and had the option to change the size of the text box by hauling the sides 

of the crate utilizing the plan tab inside Android Developer. Low and view, very much like that I had a text field where 

clients could make their basic food item records. 

In below code we have shown the elements which we are taking from user and even the production the way it is 

going to show. Where every detail has been reflected to user and authentication is done in auth_screen.dart file. 

 

 

Every screen plays its significance role to make the user interface more interactive and helpful to fulfill their daily 

needs. The most important of it is your sign in and sign-up page where you can even have your family account and 

verified account.  
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

As it's been said we really ought to move close by time, move close by the example and endeavor to make the world 

a better and useful spot than live in. As the years pass by there will be significantly more fundamental food thing 

applications and the real grocery stores may at last shut down. Accepting that you look at it these applications save a 

huge load of time, they save a lot of energy and they in all actuality do even save some money. This is the inevitable 

destiny of Online Shopping. Through this investigation we have had the choice to determine two or three issues of 

shopping fundamental food thing. The most huge of everything is staying at home and safeguarded instead of taking a 

risk with your lives by going out to buy your food in this pandemic. Our dear Government has addressed us to stay at 

home and this is the least we can do to save our lives similarly as others. Our point was to encourage a straightforward 

application to organize food and we have been productive in it. 

The going with components could be done in our future works for this application. 

• We plan to make the User interface considerably less difficult for the senior age to utilize.  

• We will attempt to advance this application as it could contact an ever-increasing number of individuals.  

• Generate invoice for every order. 

• We additionally expect on taking customized orders and so on for specific clients.  

• To add other shops and malls for recommendation for new user with even local stores.  

• In future we can integrate google assistance and Alexa that remind you about the expiry of your products and 

let you add products via voice message. 
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